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BETH: Hello, this is Beth Brodovsky, and welcome to Driving Participation. I have 

a really special episode today because I am on with my friend, Sandy Rees of Get 

Fully Funded. It’s always especially fun to do a podcast with somebody that I 

actually know in real life, and Sandy and I are people who actually met online and 

became friends remotely originally and have since gotten to know each other in 

person a little bit better, but, Sandy, thanks so much for jumping on and joining 

me today.

SANDY: Oh, my pleasure. I’m right with you. It’s wonderful to be on a podcast like 

this with somebody that you know. It’s so much more fun.

BETH: It’s so much more fun than talking to a stranger. So I always try to do these 

things so that everybody gets that feeling of like they’re just really listening in on 

a really interesting conversation, and I think this is gonna be a really interesting 

conversation today, especially because all of our conversations are always 

interesting. But Sandy has a really fabulous program coming up called The Donor 

Inspiration Workshop, so I though this would be a great time to talk about what 

the idea of donor inspiration means and how do you get to a point with your 

donors where you can use that work to sustain the work that you do? So Sandy, I 

don’t know if I’ve officially had you on a traditional podcast before. So why don’t 

we kick it off with you telling people how you ended up coming to do this work 

that you do.

SANDY: OK. I fell into it just like a lot of people did. I was doing marketing for a 

corporate staffing company in the late ’90s and the local rescue mission had a bit 

of an open house where you could go for a tour and see what they really did, and 

I had been supporting them through food drives and things, and I’d been giving 
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money, and I was really curious. So I went for the tour, and it was fascinating, and 

me being me, I’m asking a lot of questions and next thing I know, I get a call from 

their CEO, and he says, “We were just curious if you would like to come sit on our 

board.” Well, I didn’t have a clue what that meant, but I was flattered, so I said, 

“Sure, I’d love to do that. What does that mean? What does a board member do?” 

and he gave me one of those sort of “Well, bring your expertise to the table, and 

you’ll be part of a bunch of people who are trying to lead the organization,” blah, 

blah, blah, blah. OK, whatever. So I did that, and I was that board member. You 

know, the one that drives you crazy because they don’t know anything. Yeah, that 

was me. That was me! So I suffered through my first year on the board, and then 

a position came open in their resource development office, and I looked at it and 

said, “That’s basically just marketing,” so I talked to the CEO about it, and he and 

I decided I had the right skillset so I resigned from the board, took that job, and I 

have never looked back. It’s been a wild ride into nonprofit. I learned fundraising, 

really what I would consider the street smarts way. It was trial by fire, absolutely. 

I jumped in and just started figuring things out and so one of the things that I 

really like teaching is short cuts because I certainly didn’t have any at that point 

and I love being able to show people easier, faster, more effective ways to do 

things so that they can benefit from all those places where I skinned my knee and 

bumped my toes and made mistakes trying to figure it out.

BETH: That’s why I think it’s so valuable when people who had that directive 

experience turn around and create businesses and do things to then teach the 

next generation or even the current generation or any generation of people 

to the kind of things that you learned because there’s just not enough good 

information out there. That’s part of why I do this podcast, because there’s not 

enough specific information that actually teaches nonprofit communicators 

how to do that job, especially when they didn’t come from a communications 

background and just like you, there are still tons and tons of people that still work 

in fundraising that didn’t have the benefit of getting like that master’s degree in 

nonprofit management that’s available now.
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SANDY: Yeah, I was gonna say back when I started doing this, there was not such 

a thing. There was no place where you could go and learn how to be a nonprofit 

manager and learn fundraising, and I certainly remember just piecing together 

my knowledge from this book that I could get a hold of or that workshop. Back 

then there wasn’t such a thing as the webinar. The internet was just really gaining 

some ground and there wasn’t a lot of information online at that point, so yeah. 

I really pieced my knowledge together the hard way, and I’m really grateful for 

folks. They’re so much more available now. It’s not nearly as hard.

BETH: So you work with lots and lots and lots of organizations and typically you 

work with a lot of small organizations. I’m curious. In the work you do, how does 

participation matter in a way that helps these organizations thrive?

SANDY: Wow! OK, so I’m just gonna laugh because really if it’s a small 

organization and they can’t get other people on board to help, they’re not going 

anywhere fast. There’s only so much that a founder or an executive director can 

do in a day to deliver programs and run the organization and fundraise and do 

all the other stuff, so without participation from volunteers or board members or 

even staff, it’s tough. It’s an uphill battle. There’s an organization that I sit on the 

board of right now and I would consider it small and we have two and a half staff, 

and most of what we do is done by volunteers and I just think if we did not have, 

we may literally have 100 volunteers who help. If we didn’t have these people, 

we could not deliver the service of the organization and if our board didn’t 

participate, it would be a giant mess. Our board drives a lot of our fundraising, 

which is I think is different from a lot of other organizations, but it’s incredibly 

powerful and incredibly effective. So the participation is crucial.

BETH: I mean, that’s interesting and I haven’t had anybody describe it from that 

exact perspective. It’s funny, a lot of times people will ask me, “What do you 

mean by that question?” and I want everybody to answer it from literally like 

when I say that word, what sparks in your mind instantly because I think it brings 

the entire topic together and I’m gonna be curious when I look at what everyone 
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says. What does that mean for us as people that work in and support these 

organizations.

SANDY: Yeah. Well to me, participation means that if I care about the organization 

then I need to do something. If I’m a donor, I’m gonna give money. If I’m a 

volunteer, I’m gonna give my time. If I’m a board member, I’m gonna show up and 

give my talent and my treasure and my knowledge to try to help the organization 

out.

BETH: It’s like I love this. The more and more people I talk to about it, I’m seeing 

that people really look at the word “participation” differently than the word 

“engagement,” and when I first started, people thought those words were inter-

changeable, and it’s really interesting to hear people talk about the differences. 

We’re actually gonna have somebody very soon, Dr. Adrian Seeger, is gonna 

be on to talk about that specific topic. What’s the actual difference and that 

activeness, that actually dong something. You can be engaged without actually 

taking action. You can participate without taking action.

SANDY: That’s an interesting distinction.

BETH: I think it’s gonna be an interesting talk too and it really does feed into this 

work that you’re trying to do, is creating sustainability for organizations when 

you come from that perspective of if people don’t get involved, nothing can get 

done. So let’s talk a little bit about where people are getting stuck. Where do you 

see these founders and these organizations that are kind of blowing up out of 

the beginning stages and trying to get to what’s next? Where do you see them 

getting stuck with making themselves sustainable?

SANDY: There’s actually several places I’m seeing folks get stuck and I do love 

getting them unstuck and giving them ideas. I think number one, they try to 

mimic other organizations and we all do that. We all look for a mentor, a model. 

We look for somebody who has walked the path that we’re trying to walk and 
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then we use that to try to figure out how we want to walk the path and the 

unfortunate part about that is a lot of small nonprofits, leaders of nonprofits will 

try to do that and they don’t have the understanding. They don’t understand the 

strategy behind certain activities. So for example, they may see the organization 

down the road doing a golf tournament, and they say, “Great. We’re gonna do 

one, too, because that one looks really good.” They don’t understand the where 

and the why, and they don’t understand necessarily what it takes or have the 

connections they need to have to successfully pull it off. Now what I try to help 

them do is figure out what strategies they need to jump into. In other words, what 

fundraising tactics are they to do that are gonna play to their strengths and fit 

their needs and work with their available resources. It doesn’t always work just to 

copycat something else, but if an organization can realize that they’ve got, maybe 

their executive director has great name recognition and a lot of connections 

and they can choose strategies that are gonna play to that. Let’s use what we’ve 

got; let’s find that. So the fun of a lot of organizations is they get stuck because 

they think they’re supposed to be doing certain things. They’re mimicking other 

organizations and they’re spending a lot of time, especially the ones who don’t 

know a lot about fundraising, they spend a lot of time looking at events and that’s 

not necessarily where you’re gonna get your best ROI long term. Events certainly 

have their place, but … 

BETH: Right. They’re very much a PR move in a lot of cases, but you’re right. 

From the payoff perspective, it’s not the most, on the bottom line, not as much 

shows up as always on the top line.

SANDY: Right, exactly.

BETH: It’s good to know that because you see somebody else doing an event and 

you see them getting all this press in the news and you think, “that’s what we 

need to be doing,” or worse, what I see all the time is that you’ve got some really 

strong opinionated board member that can kind of arm wrestle everybody to the 

ground to say, behind doing something that they want to do. That can be really 
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tough and a lot of times we see, it’s like you have that jump between your goals 

on one side and then you’ve got your tactics on the other side and there’s no 

time spent on strategy in the middle that says what are we trying to achieve and 

what things should we be spending our time on to help achieve that. It’s really 

hard. It’s easy to get those things confused and it’s very easy, like this is new to 

you. You’ve never done fundraising, you’ve never done communications before 

and you’ve got a board member that says, “Over on this other board that I do, 

we have this “fill in the blank” thing, and it’s amazing. It makes so much money 

for us,” and I’ve had clients that have come to me and said, awhile back we had 

somebody and they had just bought a ton of online banner advertising. They 

already inked the contract before I got involved and they talked to somebody 

else and said, that person said it was so successful for them, but so at that point 

I wasn’t gonna grill the guy on what do you mean by successful. The money 

was spent so we did everything that we could to try to make it as useful and 

as effective as possible, but he pretty much went on. This guy said it was really 

great for them and then when I talked to the ad salesperson kind of after the fact, 

she said, “Well these people that it’s gone really well for are the people that have 

like the money to invest in it for a year.” This guy basically had three months and 

he couldn’t spend any more after that. So it’s like their strategy for going after 

it was different. Like what he saw was the tactic that was at the end of it and 

somebody saying, “Yeah, this works,” but their approach to investing in it for a 

year and the kind of messaging all these different things, piecing that apart is so 

hard. It’s so easy for people to look at what other people are doing online and 

assume that because it exists, it’s working. 

SANDY: Yeah, because it looks like it’s successful, it must be and the truth is, 

you don’t know what’s going on internally in that organization to make that 

thing happen. It can look like they had a great event. They had a great “fill in the 

blank,” but until you know what the true numbers are, it’s hard to know. I think 

there’s a lot of people that get caught up in that. They’re looking at what other 

people do, and another thing I think is really problematic for small organizations, 

in particular founders, is that when they don’t understand how sustainable 
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fundraising works, like good donor-based fundraising, they go to whatever 

they’ve seen and that’s usually events and grants and they totally skip the whole 

piece about building a big loyal donor base of people who already care about 

your mission and want to see you succeed and really that is where you really start 

to create sustainability within an organization, and I think there’s a lot of people 

that just get so focused on the money that they forget that there’s a person who 

is sitting there making a decision about whether to give the money or not. 

BETH: I think that’s so important and you can see how that would happen with 

people. I mean, you and I both run businesses. We know it’s not just linked to 

nonprofits. You know, when you’ve got lights to keep on and people to pay, 

chasing the money is like that sort of easy win, that’s what it feels like, but 

you can’t always go back to that pot over and over again if you’re not building 

something of your own. So what are the things that people need to be thinking 

about when they begin to shift into creating this sustainable fundraising kind of 

mindset? 

SANDY: Well, there’s several things. One is understand that there is a place 

for one really good special event and definitely you don’t want to leave grant 

money on the table, but really focus on building your donor base, a donor base 

of individuals and it could be businesses. It could be civic clubs, but really focus 

on the individuals and see them as partners in the work, not just ATMs. They’re 

not just checkbooks. They’re not just show up when you need money, but they’re 

partners in your work. If you start making that shift, then a lot of things will 

change. It will change how you thank them. It will change how you communicate 

with them. It will change how often you communicate with them because if 

they’re your partners and you see them as friends of the organization, then you 

want to stay in touch with them and you want to make sure that the quality of 

your communications is high and that when a donor has a look at your newsletter, 

they go, “Gosh, I love the work that that organization does.” That’s really what 

we’re going for. When you have a large donor base of people who love the 

work you’re doing and you make them feel good about their participation with 
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you, they will keep giving and keep giving and keep giving and a lot of times, 

they’ll give bigger and bigger as well because they just feel they feel like they’re 

contributing. They feel like they’re a part of the team. They see themselves as 

helping to make amazing things happen and that only happens when you as the 

organization, you as a nonprofit place a high value on the donor as partner.

BETH: I love how you say that because I talk all the time about how nobody wants 

to fund your existence. They want to fund your impact.

SANDY: I love that.

BETH: It’s amazing. I still see things go out all the time that say, “Give to us to 

help us.” Actually recently to someone because my college sent something out 

that said something super vague about it helps us do what we want to do and 

really why we want you to give now is to top off our fund. I’m not interested 

in paying so you have an amount of money sitting in the bank that makes you 

happy. It’s interesting. It’s amazing. The difference between university work and 

sort of other work can sometimes be striking and I know that there’s reasons 

for doing that, but when you’re small, you really got to connect to these people 

and keep them around because having high turn over when you’re a small 

organization, the amount of band with and resources it takes for you to get that 

person to then have to replace the, you just don’t have the energy for that.

SANDY: I completely agree and especially if you are in a small organization, you 

already have like 50 other hats to wear. You don’t have time to stay on that new 

donor hamster wheel where you’re just always looking for new people, looking for 

new people, looking for new people. I mean, yeah, there’s a really good reason to 

be looking for new people to build your donor base, but that’s got to be coupled 

with retention strategies and ways that you’re really working to keep the existing 

donors giving and keeping them happy. 

BETH: So, now what are you seeing? I’ve been talking about this a lot as we’re 
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recording this going into the final quarter of the year and we’re talking a lot 

about year end giving and year-end fundraising, year-round stuff. All that, there’s 

a lot of asks that happen between September and December. Your year-end 

mailing, if you’re doing GivingTuesday, a lot of people have their big annual 

events in the fall. How have you seen people manage all that messaging and what 

do you do sort of in between or in those messages to have people not just feel 

asked out?

SANDY: That’s a great question. 

BETH: A good way asked out.

SANDY: No, I got it. So here’s the thing. It’s really not so different than a 

relationship that you might have with a close friend. Think about your best friend. 

Actually I teach this all the time. I’ll be teaching it at the Inspired Fundraising 

Retreat. Think about a close friend of yours and think about how often you talk 

to them. Pretty often probably, like regularly, and then think about what kind of 

things you talk about or what you share. You’re probably not showing up all the 

time just saying, “Hey, can I borrow your car?” “Hey, can I come to your house 

for dinner?” Like, you’re not always asking them. You’re spending quality time 

together. You’re doing things that you both enjoy. You’re asking about them. 

They’re asking about you. There’s a two way communication going on and so if 

you take that idea and you lay that on top of a relationship with a donor, I think 

most organizations are gonna see really fast that all they’re doing is showing up 

with their hand out. So my favorite way to manage the communication is to make 

sure that the organization is sharing things that are interesting and relevant to 

the donor and that they are telling the stories about how lives have been changed 

because of the donation the donor made. So if you make the donor the hero and 

you help them feel really good about their interaction, you can actually go back 

and ask multiple times during the fall season and people don’t get aggravated, 

but the problem is most nonprofits are focused on the ask and they’re not 

focused on that other stuff because they don’t see the importance. They don’t 
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see that relevance of it, but the truth is just like your dear friend, if all you do is 

show up and ask something, they’re gonna get really tired of seeing you coming. 

BETH: Right, and the next thing you know they’re gonna be like closing the blinds 

and hiding behind the door and unsubscribing and doing all of the things that 

you don’t want somebody to do. It is fascinating. It’s hard to not do that. Honestly 

I always tell people it happens in all size organizations. We work with one very 

large organization that’s having an anniversary, and they’ve expanded a ball into 

a weekend event and when we first went down to speak to them about how do 

these events come to play and like why would somebody want to come, like 

what’s in it for them to come to this. It’s like well, there’s a lot of stuttering, and 

it’s amazing that even like a large organization, there’s lots of opinions and lots of 

“keep us greatness” kind of stuff, and let’s expand this. As you go out there, let’s 

start a band conversation, which is a very short one and everyone gets together, 

and “We should do this,” and “We should do this,” and the next thing you know, 

you’re doing invitations for an extremely expensive event that requires thousands 

of people to show up in order for it to be a success and when you’re trying to 

create the message, you can’t come up with an idea of why your ideal audience 

would come. Like what’s in it for them to be there? That makes it rough. 

SANDY: Yeah, so there again, if you think of your donors as partners and you 

put yourself in their shoes and you think, “If I’m a donor, what do I care about?” 

and that’s what you want to write about. That’s what you want to communicate 

about and that’s what all the communications need in them, these things that are 

interesting to the donor and I think a lot of organizations are guilty of fire hosing 

information. I certainly was when I was a development director, and I didn’t know 

any better. I would sit down to write a newsletter, and I would go, “Well, what’s 

been happening lately? Well, we hired a new janitor.” OK, I’ll put that in there. You 

know and the newsletters then, they’re dull, they’re dry and they’re boring and 

nobody wants to read them. One thing that I did just by instinct was I started 

listening to what people were asking me when I saw them in person or if I was 

out speaking at the Rotary Club. What are they asking me and then I started 
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answering those questions in the newsletter and guess what happened? The 

response to the newsletter went up and we started actually not even breaking 

even, but raising a ton of money on a print newsletter, which not so many people 

are able to do anymore, but it’s because I made it interesting and relevant for the 

donor, even when I didn’t know what I was doing, I was doing it.

BETH: That’s such a great tactic because I hear a lot of times people saying, 

“We’re really focused on what the donor wants to know. They need to know that 

we changed this and they need to know that we have a new program.” It’s so easy 

to think about what the donor wants to know, but still think about it from a selfish 

perspective. How do people get out of that mindset? How do you really strip 

away your needs and your belief that if I don’t tell them what I want, then I’m not 

gonna get it? How do you get rid of that?

SANDY: Well, I think you alluded to it earlier, and I love that quote from you 

that people don’t want to fund your existence, they want to fund your impact. 

I think you take that a step further and you talk about outcomes, not process, 

and so many organizations want to talk about process. They want to talk about 

programs. They want to talk about how they do what they do and the donor 

doesn’t care about the how. They care about the why and they care about the 

result. The why you do what you do is to change somebody’s life and make 

it better, and so I think we have to focus more on maybe the outcome than 

anything. One of the things that I show people all the time is write your article 

and then go back and look at it and if you have the words “we” and “us” and 

“our” in there more than you have “you” and “your,” then your article is very 

inwardly focused. It’s very ego-centric in the language, and you need to change 

it.

BETH: I totally agree. I actually tell people that they should physically print out 

the email or whatever they’ve written and get two different colored highlighters 

in their hands and go through the whole thing. Don’t even read it. Just scan it 

and highlight all the “you,” “we” and “us,” and then go back with the other color 
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highlighter and highlight all of the whatever, the opposite words, and then just 

step back and look at the colors and I’m a visual person. As a designer, I’m a very 

visual person, but I also find that more people are more visual than you think and 

when you look at that, you can often then take that and show it to an executive 

director or somebody that wants you to write it in a certain way, it really visually 

highlights that. I found it’s a super helpful exercise.

SANDY: Yeah, that’s great.

BETH: So what are some of the strategies that you’re gonna be exploring at this 

conference to help people actually take action and move forward with some of it?

SANDY: Well, I am super excited about the Inspired Fundraising Retreat. That’s 

the name of the event, and I decided I wanted to do the event so that I could 

dig in with people and help them master about three things. Number one, I think 

an organization has really got to pay attention to their donors so I’m gonna 

teach people how to build a big, loyal donor base, the people who already love 

the mission. They already love the work you’re doing. Where do you find those 

people and how do you keep them once you find them? So we’re gonna talk 

about acquisition and retention strategies. I’ve got some great exercises for 

identifying your ideal donor prospect and then creating a nurture plan so you can 

figure out really how to keep people without getting too far outside your comfort 

zone if you’re a little shy and introvert or how to do it without spending like all 

your time doing donor nurture because it’s totally possible. When you’re talking 

about donor base, we’ll also be talking about messaging because I think it’s 

important. Just like we’ve been talking about, you can’t show up to the donor and 

go, “We’re a good nonprofit. Give money to us.” It doesn’t work, and so you’ve 

got to have messaging that’s got to be real and authentic and it’s really got 

to resonate and inspire donors to give. If it doesn’t land in their heart, you just 

missed the mark. So I’m gonna be teaching people some pretty simple formulas 

to help start figuring some of this out and figure out what the messaging is 

that they need to use whether they’re meeting a donor for the first time, they’re 
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deepening a relationship, they’re asking for money or they’re acknowledging 

a gift and it’s slightly different for each one of those activities, but we’ll be 

digging into that. We’ll also be doing some planning because I find that most 

organizations, especially the small ones do not have a written plan. Somebody’s 

got a few pieces of a plan in their head or they’ve got one they haven’t looked 

at in four years, but what they need is something very practical, very usable that 

they can go use right away. So I’ve got a great template that will help people get 

that written fundraiser plan put together and we’re gonna be digging into that so 

that people walk away from the event knowing exactly what they need to do next 

that’s gonna help them reach their goals. They feel refreshed and inspired and 

ready to go. So those are the main things that we’re gonna be covering at the 

Inspired Fundraising Retreat.

BETH: I love it. The other question I have is a lot of us, I do some in person and 

online education. What makes a retreat, like an immersive three-day experience 

so good for learning this kind of stuff? You teach a ton of online classes. What 

made you decide to do this in this format?

SANDY: Well, I love teaching and there is nothing like the energy in a room when 

people live together, so one thing is I really wanted to have that energy and I 

wanted people to have that experience. I also just want them to be able to kind 

of take the time away because there’s only so much you can get in a one-hour 

webinar. When you dig into an all-day retreat and it’s done well, you can learn a 

lot. My own coach said a couple weeks ago, and I totally agree with this, she said, 

“I notice that most people don’t get an aha sitting at their desk.”

BETH: Interesting!

SANDY: Right? It’s so true so you need to get out of your environment, go get a 

different situation. That’s when you’re gonna get those big “ahas” that you can 

go back and implement and change the game. So that’s another reason to do the 

in-person event and then there’s also gonna be an amazing networking. I know 
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for several of my clients that are coming, I’m so excited for them to meet other 

people who have organizations that they are equally passionate about because 

I want them to get that there’s a whole group of people out there who are just 

crazy passionate about the work the organization does so that they can make 

those connections and stop feeling like the Lone Ranger. 

BETH: I love it! That is, people are often the only person doing the thing that they 

do in their organization and honestly that happens in all size organizations. It’s 

not just because you’re small. I constantly try to remind people that it’s so easy to 

feel like “if we were only bigger this problem would be solved”. Honestly, I work 

with all sized organizations. Size doesn’t solve everything and so getting around 

other people that not just are in the same situation as you, but trying to solve the 

same problem you’re trying to solve. That for me, I have found the most when 

that’s where I am. When everybody that’s there is like we’re all trying to move this 

ship this way, what ideas do you have and it’s so focused. It’s amazing. I mean, 

insight comes out of it. That’s sort of the difference between a conference you go 

to and you’re like, “That was fun. I feel really pumped up,” and then you go back 

into working and nothing happens and when you go home, you’re like, “All right, 

I’m ready to go. Step one.” I’m ready to take action on some of this stuff.

SANDY: You know one of the other reasons that I really wanted to do this, and 

from my own experience of going to conferences and hearing lots of different 

speakers who were  maybe had some different points of view, I thought it would 

just be amazing for people to come and learn one line of thinking, one system, 

one set of principles so that’s what folks are gonna get and I’ve got some guest 

speakers who are gonna be coming in, but we all are gonna teach the same thing. 

So what that means is for people who are there, they don’t have to try to figure 

out how to integrate everything together. Well, this speaker said to do it this way, 

but that speaker said to do it that way. You’re not gonna find that. You’re gonna 

find all of us who are teaching the same way, very donor focused model of doing 

fundraising and I think that’s gonna make it easier for people to learn and soak up 

information and then be able to take some pretty quick action.
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BETH: You know, I feel the same way when I come home sometimes from a 

conference, that you go to different sessions and one person says this is great 

and another person says, “No, do it this way.” You end up with so many different 

ideas, so many different snippets of different topics. You don’t feel like I’m 

coming in in the morning, and I’m gonna learn step one, step two, step three and 

by the time I’m done I’m gonna have something to show for it. So I’m actually 

starting to think more about that same idea of narrow speaker conference as 

a path as opposed to just like going to hear lots of people talk about lots of 

different things.

SANDY: Yeah, that’s a smattering, and I think it’s really hard to learn from a 

smattering and there’s definitely a time and place for it, but I think when you’re 

new and you’re with a small organization and you got a lot of hats you’ve got to 

wear, I think it’s so much easier to have one person say, “Look, do it this way. It’s 

gonna work for you.”

BETH: Sandy, you always have the best ideas. I really appreciate so much your 

coming on today, talking a bit about the sort of struggles and problems that 

happen with organizations building a sustainable fundraising situation. So, 

thank you so much. Everyone that’s listening, I’m gonna ask Sandy to give you 

her contact information and then on the show notes page I will have links to 

the conference and you’ll be able to check it out there. So Sandy, if people had 

questions for you, how can they reach out to you?

SANDY: The best email is SandyRees@GetFullyFunded.com, and we can stick that 

in the notes as well or if you’ve got questions about the work that we do or the 

Inspired Fundraising Retreat, you’re welcome to call our office at 865-657-9915.

BETH: Fabulous! Sandy, thank you so much for joining me today, and I am actually 

one of the sponsors of the conference, and so I will be down there as well.  So 

if anybody that’s listening would like a chance to get to meet me in person or 

maybe even record a podcast with me while I’m there, I will be down at the 
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conference on Thursday and Friday and I’m so thrilled to support Sandy and the 

work that she’s doing for all kinds of organizations. Thanks so much.

SANDY: Awesome!

CONFERENCE REGISTRATION:

https://sp137.isrefer.com/go/inspiredfundraising/bethbrodovsky/
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